
Take a photo outside and draw on it using Markup to
transform it into a character from a favourite book!
 Get started: Open your photo, tap Edit, then tap the three
dots in the top-right to use Markup. Experiment with the
different tools to help you sketch on  your photo. 

WiFi-Free Wins  

Try This 

Create A Colourful Character  

Go Further
Invite children to make their own characters from photos of
everyday objects using Mark Up.  
Take some photos of textures in nature and transform them
into familiar characters by adding key features- such as purple
prickles or terrible tusks!  

You will need
these apps: 



Try This 
Get down to the detail and use Magnifier to explore the tiny world all
around us. 
Get started: Open Magnifier and use the slider bar to focus in on
something that interests you. Explore the menu options to adjust
brightness, add a filter or lock the focus.

WiFi-Free Wins  
Get Up Close and Personal

Go Further
Invite children to explore their surroundings using Magnifier. What tiny
details can they see? Try zooming in on your finger and press the
white circle to take a photo of your own unique fingerprint! Take lots
of close up photos and challenge a friend to guess what the objects
are. 

You will need
this app: 



Try This 

WiFi-Free Wins  

 Create real-time measurements and capture them using Measure. 
Get Started: Open Measure and point it at an object to get started.
Use + to drop a point and measure, then press the white button to
grab a photo. 

Go Further
Invite children to explore using Measure and capture photos of familiar objects, complete
with measurements. 
Set a challenge- who can find something 10cm long or two points that are 30cm apart? Can
you build or make a tower 20cm tall? 
Make some estimates then use Measure to find how accurate they are! 

See How You Measure Up

You will need
this app: 


